James Hartt
Senior iOS Engineer

Just a few of my apps

I am an iOS Engineer addicted to the simple aesthetic that this platform provides. Six years experience creating and maintaining iOS apps with
massive breadth. Swiftly writing Swift since attending WWDC 2014. I am a leading force on projects large and small, by myself to large teams.
(Oct 2016 - Dec 2016)

(Jan 2016 - Mar 2016)

(July 2014 - Sep 2014)

@Ocasta Studios

I refreshed the ‘exchange’
native app visually, added
inline video features and lead
creation of an iPad wrapper
app as part of a great team.
I cut my BDD/TDD
approaches here. I speed up
aspects of their process,
including parallelised UI
automation tests taking it
from an often faulty hour and
a half process bottleneck to
a reliable 30 minutes!

An extremely tech savvy
readership of 10 million need
a great iOS app. I created the
native design of the app,
interfacing with the web
layer. Allowing for easy
navigation (swipe gestures)
between topics and articles.
I rewrote the data model and
web services for syncing
articles - for offline use after a new API was made
available.

@thesecond_t

(Oct 2015 - Aug 2016)

The Phoenix that rose from
6Tribes, DRIVETRIBE is part
owned by the Grand Tour
cast. I helped them get to
launch. A React Native/
Redux app. I loved the
discipline of pure function
reducers to mutate state. I
quickly implemented end to
end features. However, I
missed proper types and a
compiler, eslint + flow isn’t
enough…

I was seconded to the new
iPhone (a pure Swift project)
app for two months, to speed
them up. I implemented a
bunch of features, squashed
bugs and refactored some
un-performant aspects of the
app. We met the deadline of
being ready when the new
website was complete. I
continued to support the
team whilst back on the ‘7
day’ iPad app.

The ‘7 day’ iPad app is an
extremely well loved app,
with over 200k MAU across
three variants. I headed a far
ranging revamp from
managing dependancies,
visual updates, many
delicate internal changes to
what is a 5 year old app.
Also, a POC for a ‘Single Web
View’, a much faster and
simpler architecting of the
app. New files were in Swift.

The rest of my apps (kind of*)

James Hartt
Senior iOS Engineer

6Tribes (Jan 2015 - Sep 2015) 6Tribes was an ambitious social network based around shared interests, tribes! Written in
Swift, in a great close knit team. We experimented with Functional Programming techniques, made easier by Swift.
SmartFocus (October 2014 - Jan 2015) I created an iOS SDK for a new platform developed by SmartFocus to allow
proximity/mobile/personalised marketing messages be sent to consumers through an integrated app. Including location
services (geofences), iBeacons and the creation of a comprehensive rules engine to process delivering messages on a
variety of inputs. We achieved 75%+ test coverage with over 600 unit and integration tests.
The Metropolitan Police Service (Dec 2013 - May 2014) I headed the mobile interpretation of an existing crime
documenting desktop web app. It takes over a thousand fields to create a ‘CRIS’ report. The app provided a Crime Ref to a
victim, at the scene of crime, allowing them to immediately claim on insurance for missing items.
miDrive @ RedAnt (May 2013 - Nov 2013) miDrive helped you learn to drive, I made the original iOS app. I chose Mantle
and Overcoat as a basis to the app and clean designs steered me towards using SVGKit. I was invited back for a 3 months
to implement an extensive iOS7 inspired redesign. My app is unfortunately no longer available, but the product lives on.
Touchnote (April 2013 - May 2013) Touchnote delivers printed postcards and greeting cards; created on mobile, web
and tablets. I provided many visual & UX improvements to the existing iPhone and iPad apps for an advertisement push.
Finally I was responsible for updating for iPhone 5 and consulting on merging their code bases into a Universal app.
Ocasta (October 2011 - April 2013) El Reg is above! My main project at Ocasta was Needz, a federated micro ads/
classified service, integrating the extensive CouchDB RESTful backend. Pushing the designs into fluid animation-driven
outcomes. I also made recruitment app, ECOM. Virgin Media Shorts, where I developed the majority of the visual side of
the app. I also drank a few pints of Harveys and made a few screens for their wee app.
Freelance iOS Apps (2011-2013) I completed a unique travel app for London’s special places, SecretLondon sustained a
2 month period at the top of the lifestyle Travel section for the UK app store, with over 100k downloads. Its sister app
SecretNY too! I developed an optimised PDF reader to easily display the Absolute Brighton and TODO magazine.
Created an app for an NHS trust, geared towards sufferers of panic attacks and anxiety, Panic Aid.
EZi App (September 2010 – September 2011) I cut my iOS teeth creating PDF productivity apps for the building and agri
sector. Defects, Spray and Agro.

* SmartFocus was an SDK, CRIS and ‘The
Times iPad’ is on the iPad(!) and Diago was a
Mac App… Fancy your app being on here?

Diago (May 2010 – September 2010) I ran a couple of projects for boutique guitar pedal board manufacturer Diago.
Including creating a Mac app for buskers and managing the creation of the .NET windows version. Interfacing with a buskers
iTunes library.

let TL;DR = false //†
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Electrical & Electronic Engineering, Leeds Uni 2007 - 2010
2010 – 79% average, Graduated at the very top of my year with a first class
B.Eng in 2010 and with the only prize for Bachelor graduates, the Yorkshire
Union of Institutes prize, titled:
“The most meritorious student with a first in Electronic
and Electrical Engineering”
2008/2009 –79% average, obtained a place on the Dean’s List for academic
excellence for the second year running. (Top 5%)
2009 - Gained a place on the renowned International Corporate Leadership
Program (ICLP)
Obtained the Second Year Project Prize for my pinball machine!
2007/2008 – 81% average, obtained a place on the Dean’s List for academic
excellence for first and second year students. (Top 5%)
Heathside 6th Form, Weybridge

2005 – 2007

A Level Examinations obtained in 2007
D&T: Systems and Control (Electronics) A
Mathematics
A

Physics A

AS Level Examinations obtained in 2006 and 2007
Further Mathematics
B
Critical Thinking B
The Magna Carta School, Staines
GCSE Examinations 2005
Electronics A*
Biology A*
English Lang B
RS B

Chemistry A*
IT A
Music B
(2004) Maths A*

2000 – 2005
Physics A*
English Lit A
Geography B

Other things/ personal qualities/ interests:
I attended WWDC 2014 (Did I mention that already? ) and Alt. Conf 2016.
I adore my flat in my beloved Brighton, Hove actually, Brunswick in
actuality. It’s loved so much by many others it has it’s own 21 page painting
specification. Thanks Charles Busby.
I love making and sipping on Cocktails, ask me for my Dark Chocolate
Espresso Martini or my own masterpiece; a Spéculootini.
I am a fairly new Motorcyclist and a proud owner of a Street Triple.
I am passionate about addressing the issue of diversity in tech, I sponsored
the documentary CODE: Debugging the Gender Gap and have supported
App Camp for Girls. Tech will be a happier place if it’s more diverse.
I like to mix house and techno and have played in clubs/festivals in Australia
and Brighton. In the beginning, there was Jack, and Jack had a groove.
I consider myself a Skeptic and regularly contribute to the online and offline
world of skepticism (If you aren’t familiar with the Skeptics movement/
society-as-a-whole then it is worth a Google as it isn’t what you might think,
Scientific Skepticism is the path to real - small ’t’ - truth!).
I was previously a model for top London agency Independent Talent
(previously ICM Models) and was the face of the Leeds Summer Ball 2010,
the largest strictly student event in the country.
Having achieved 3 A grade, A levels, I was awarded a first year scholarship to
study Electronic Engineering at Leeds University.
So you really liked this CV, TL;DR really is immutably false:
All this CV is either typed in All Round Gothic (the font on my rad
business cards) or Apple’s ‘San Francisco’ (SF UI, not UI Text, the font in
iOS9/10, #maybeiambreakingthelicense) and I use the great Mac app
‘Scenery’ to put the screenshots in devices.
This is the subtle but meticulous care and attention I put into my apps.
† the title is technically valid Swift as the ‘;’ is not a semi colon, but a 'GREEK
QUESTION MARK' (U+037E). Unicode wins, as always.

